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ABSTRACT
In this paper, improved reconstruction from the coded Fourier hologram of the cancerous mammographic
images using Wiener filter is obtained. In addition, image segmentation of the cancerous images using
median filter, removal of small objects, and removal of connected objects on the border of the image, are
investigated using multiple beam interference. Results and discussion is given followed by a conclusion.
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INTRODUCTION
An improved reconstruction from the Fourier
hologram using a spatial light modulator
(SLM) was investigated. The method is based
on applying a digital pre-filtering of the
SLM’s encoded distribution to compensate the
signal distortion caused by the SLM’s finite
pixel size [1].Recently, the processing of the
plasma images using Fourier holograms is
considered in [2-12], where improved
reconstructed images are obtained using
Wiener filtering.
In the past decades, many applications based
on measuring the fringe shift in optical and
synthetic fibers in order to get refractive index
information [13- 26] are outlined. Recently,
digital two and multiple beam interference are
applied on Corona virus image and other
medical images [27, 28] in order to extract
refractive index which is related to the fringe
shift. In addition, cascaded two beam
interference arrangement giving intensity of
higher orders of cos2ø in the form of cos2nø ,
where n represents the number of feedback
passes to the interferometer is investigated [29,
30].
In this paper, firstly, an improved
reconstructed
mammographic
images
considering Fourier holography are obtained
by the filtration as in [12]. The segmented
cancerous
zones obtained
from
the
reconstructed images are investigated.

Secondly, image processing of the cancerous
mammographic images giving interferometric
images corresponding to the segmented cancer
are investigated.

THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The mammographic image is recorded
numerically as a Fourier hologram using Mat
Lab code as follows: Firstly, a diffuser of the
same dimensions like the rescaled gray scale
image of dimensions 512×512 pixels is
constructed numerically. Secondly, the
multiplication of both the cancerous
mammographic image and the diffuser is
Fourier transformed numerically to get the
holographic interference image. It is
represented by the convolution product of the
Fourier transform of the mammographic image
and the speckle pattern. It is noted that the
speckle pattern is computed by operating the
Fourier transform upon the diffuser. Thirdly,
the inverse Fourier transform is operated upon
the described Fourier hologram to get the
reconstructed
cancerous
mammographic
images.
The two Fourier transform operations are
summarized as follows:
1st step: Recording of the amplitude and the
phase of the hologram
The complex amplitude of the image is
analytically represented as:
𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 = 𝑎 𝑥, 𝑦 exp 𝑗 𝑥, 𝑦
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It is numerically written as follows:
𝑁

𝑀

𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 ;  =

𝑎 𝑚 𝑥, 𝑛 𝑦 exp 𝑗  𝑚 𝑥, 𝑛 𝑦 ; 𝑖

2

𝑛=1 𝑚 =1

Where the continuous variables (x, y) are replaced by numerical values as follows: x = m ∆x
and y = n ∆y ;
j== -1
Similarly, the diffuser is numerically written as follows:
𝐷 𝑥, 𝑦;  = 𝑑 𝑚 𝑥, 𝑛 𝑦 exp ( 𝑗 )𝑟𝑛𝑑 𝑚 𝑥, 𝑛 𝑦 ; 𝑖
Where rand is a random value which is
included in the range from 0 to 1, and
𝑑 𝑚 𝑥, 𝑛 𝑦 is the amplitude weighting
factor.
For example, if the image has square
dimensions of 2cm height and 2 cm width

(3)

and the diffuser has the same dimensions,
then x = y = 18 m .
The complex amplitude of the Fourier
hologram is obtained by operating the FFT
upon the multiplication product of the two
matrices represented in Eq.2 and Eq.3.

Hence, the complex amplitude of the hologram 𝐵 𝑢, 𝑣 is represented as follows:
𝐵 𝑢, 𝑣 = 𝐹. 𝑇. 𝐴 𝑥, 𝑦 ;  𝐷 𝑥 , 𝑦 ; 
= 𝐹. 𝑇. 𝐴 𝑥 , 𝑦 ;   𝐹. 𝑇. 𝐷 𝑥, 𝑦; 

𝑦𝑖𝑒𝑙𝑑𝑠

𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 𝑢, 𝑣;  𝐷ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 𝑢, 𝑣; 

(4)

Where (u, v) are the spatial coordinates in the Fourier plane.
2nd step: Reconstruction Process (Inverse Fourier Transform)

𝑐 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ = 𝐹. 𝑇 −1 𝐴ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 𝑢, 𝑣 𝐷ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑜 𝑢, 𝑣
= 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′ . 𝐷𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 𝑥 ′ , 𝑦 ′

(5)

Where (x’, y’) represent the Cartesian coordinates in the imaging plane or the reconstruction
plane. The numerical reconstruction images are of maximum dimensions at x' = x' max = M
x' and y' = y' max = N y' for the matrix of dimensions of 1024×1024 pixels.
The Isolation of the Cancer from the
Mammographic Image using Segmentation

All these operations are executed using MatLab codes.

The following steps are considered for
segmentation process:

Segmented Images Modulated by Multiple
Beam Interference

1- Pre-processing using Median filter.
2- Determine the connected components.

The intensity distribution in case of ordinary
FPI is given by the formula [31]:

3- Compute the area of each component

𝐼( ; 𝑅) =

4- Remove small objects.
5- Remove connected objects on border.

The cell of interest has been successfully
segmented, but it is not the only object that
has been found. Any objects that are
connected to the border of the image can be
removed using the imclearborder function.

𝑇4
1+ 𝑅 4 −2𝑅 2 cos 
()

(6)

Where, T is the transmission coefficient
while R is the reflection coefficient of the
interferometer.  , is the phase difference
between any two adjacent emerging rays.
The equation (6) is used in the modulation
of the segmented images.

6- Interference of the segmented image.
2
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The input cancerous mammographic image of
dimensions 512× 512 pixels used in the
formation of the coded image is shown as in the
figure (1). The Fourier hologram considered for
coding the image is fabricated using equation
(4) and the Mat- Lab code. The hologram is
plotted as in the figure (2). It has dimensions of

1024× 1024 pixels. The reconstructed conjugate
images obtained from the hologram before
filtration, using equation (5), are shown as in the
figure (3- a). It is shown, referring to equation
(5), that the noise in the reconstructed image is
due to the diffuser superimposed over the
image. while the same plots of improved image
contrast where we get rid of the noise using the
Wiener filter are shown as in the figure (3- b).

Figure (1): Image of cancerous mammographic image of dimensions 512× 512 pixels.

Figure (2): The Fourier hologram of the mammographic image shown in the figure (1). The hologram of the
coded image has dimensions of 1024× 1024 pixels.

Figure (3- a): Reconstructed conjugate images corresponding to the cancerous mammographic image before
filtration. The images are affected by multiplicative noise.
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Figure (3- b): Reconstructed conjugate images corresponding to the cancerous mammographic image after
filtration. The Wiener filter is used in the filtration of the image.

The input image used for cancer isolation in the
segmentation process is again in the figure (1).
The Pre- processed image using the Median
filter is shown in the figure (4- a).The
determination of the connected components in
the Pre- processed image is given as in the
figure (4- b). The removal of small objects from
the connected components in the Pre- processed
image is plotted as in the figure (4- c). While
the removal of connected objects on the border
is shown as in the figure (4- d). The rescaled
image after the removal of connected objects on

the border of dimensions 512× 512 pixels is
given in the figure (4- e). Figure (4- f): The
interference fringes modulated by the Black and
White (B/W) image is plotted as in the figure (4f), while that modulated by the mammographic
segment is shown as in the figure (4- g). A
binary image of the segmented cancer in the
mammographic image plotted as in the figure
(4- e) while a grayscale image of the cancer is
shown in the figure (5). A noise is appeared to
the right of the image far from the cancer
segment.

Fig (4- a): Pre- processed cancerous mammographic image using the Median filter.

Fig (4- b): Determination of the connected components in the Pre- processed image.

4
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Fig (4- c): Removal of small objects from the connected components in the Pre- processed image.

Figure (4- d): Removal of connected objects on the border.

Figure (4- e): The rescaled image after the removal of connected objects on the border of dimensions 512× 512
pixels.
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Figure (4- f): The interference fringes modulated by the Black and White (B/W) cancerous segment from the
rescaled image of dimensions 512× 512 pixels.

Figure (4- g): The interference fringes modulated by the cancerous segment from the rescaled image of
dimensions 512× 512 pixels.

Figure (5): The gray scale image of the isolated segmented cancer in the mammographic image. A noise is
appeared, from the computations, to the right of the image.

The line plot of the cancerous segment shown in
the figure (4- g) from the rescaled image of
dimensions 512× 512 pixels is given as in the
figure (6). The horizontal range of the segment
extends from 103 to 235 pixels while the
6

vertical range extends from 37 to 137 pixels.
Three plots at different vertical sections at 60,
85, and 110 pixels are shown as in the figure
(6). The different locations shown in the plots
give information about the topography of the
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cancer segment as well as its shape. For
example, a mid-point located at 165 pixels for
two close peaks appeared in the vertical line at

60 pixels. while it is located at 173 pixels for
two close peaks corresponding to the vertical
line at 85 pixels.

Figure (6): The line plot of the cancerous segment from the interferometric image of dimensions 512× 512
pixels. The horizontal range of the segment extends from 103 to 235 pixels while the vertical range extends from
37 to 137 pixels.

Similar procedure for segmentation is applied on the tumor mammographic image as shown in the
figure (7). The results of interferometric segmentation are plotted as in the figures (8 a- g). A binary
image of the segmented tumor plotted as in the figure (8- e) while a grayscale image of the tumor is
shown in the figure (9). The line plots for the segmented tumor in the mammographic image is shown
as in the figure (10 a, b).

Figure (7): Tumor in the mammographic input image of dimensions 256× 256 pixels.

Fig (8- a): Pre- processed tumor image using the Median filter.
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Fig (8- b): Determination of the connected components in the Pre- processed tumor image.

Fig (8- c): Removal of small objects from the connected components in the Pre- processed image.

Figure (8- d): Removal of connected objects on the border of the tumor image.

8
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Figure (8- e): The rescaled tumor image after the removal of connected objects on the border of dimensions
512× 512 pixels. The reconstructed tumor is binary image [0,1].

Figure (8- f): The interference fringes modulated by the Black and White (B/W) tumor segment in the image of
dimensions 512× 512 pixels.

Figure (8- g): The interference fringes modulated by the rescaled tumor segment in the image of dimensions
512× 512 pixels.
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Figure (9): The reconstructed tumor in grayscale image after segmentation.

Figure (10- a): The line plot of the tumor segment from the interferometric image of dimensions 512× 512
pixels. The tumor is found nearly at the center of the image. The plot at the tumor center at nearly 250 pixels is
shown in the middle while the other two plots at 200 and 300 pixels are shifted due to the fringe shift occurred
from the tumor image.

Figure (10- b). The line plot of the tumor segment from the interferometric image of dimensions 512× 512
pixels. three plots are shown at 100, 150, and 200 pixels.

10
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Three plots are given at vertical sections at 200,
250, and 300 pixels as shown in the figure (10a). Another three plots corresponding to the
tumor segment at 100, 150, and 200 pixels, as
shown in the figure (10- b), are much shifted
showing that the fringe shift occurred from the
tumor image is at different location. For
example, only 4 peaks are shown at 100 pixels
while 7, and 9 peaks are located at 150, and 200
pixels respectively. Hence, the maximum tumor
width corresponds to the maximum number of
peaks as shown in the figure (8- a) for the plots
at 200, 250, and 300 pixels.
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CONCLUSION
Firstly, we fabricated coded cancerous and
tumor
mammographic
images,
without
segmentation,
using
improved
Fourier
holography.
Secondly, we apply the segmentation procedure
and multiple beam interference on the cancerous
and tumor images in order to get information
about the cancer and tumor shapes from the
interferometric segments.
Finally, the tumor and cancer segments are
obtained as gray scale image and as
interferometric images.
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